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ENHANCEMENTS 

General 

• Modified COUPON_USE activities to include the ship to ID for dues payments and registrations.  When a coupon 

is used an activity called COUPON_USE is created and the ship to ID is now written to the UF_3 field.  The activity 

will continue to be written to the record of the person who checked out, as that is the person that actually used 

the coupon.  (CW56978) 

Billing 

• Dues Product Prerequisites:  A new general lookup table called Store_Dues_Product_Prereq will allow you to force 

the selection of one product before another one is displayed.  Products in the dues wizard are displayed in the 

following order: Dues (DUES) >> Chapters (CHAPT) >> Sections (SEC) >> Miscellaneous (MISC) >> 

Subscriptions (SUB) >> Voluntary (VOL).  This means that a product code with a product type of CHAPT can be a 

prerequisite for a product code with a product type of SEC but not the other way around.  In addition, a product 

cannot be a prerequisite for a product with the same product type.  For example, a MISC product cannot be a 

prerequisite for another MISC product.  An example would be if you setup the Denver section to have a 

prerequisite of the Colorado chapter the Denver section only appears if the Colorado chapter is selected.  

(CW56965) 

RESOLVED ISSUES  

General 

• Modified modal pop-up window to honor the lblContinueShopping and ContinueShoppingURL Store_Settings. 

(CW56522) 

• Corrected issue with cross-sell, upsell, and replacement items not appearing on product/event detail pages. 

(CW57521) 

Billing 

• Corrected issue with subscriptions where the transaction date and fiscal period were being incorrectly set.  In 

addition, the batches were not visible in the desktop for posting.  (CW57161) 

• Corrected issue where multiple chapter options would display the dues product code more than once.  If there 

are multiple rows in the ATS_DUES table and the rows have different End Chapters and the billing cycles for each 

row contains the same product code it would appear multiple times.  (CW56956) 

• Corrected issue dues payments not being allowed on the last day of the month. (CW57408) 

Events 
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• Corrected issue where Edit Registration button would appear when the AllowRegistrationAdditions Store_Setting 

was set to false. (CW57413) 


